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Biomass

INTRODUCTION

The subject of biomass as, an alternate sources of energy

is (very new. All of our. information was fpund in current

Science mag4zines and, government publiAtioins from ,which we

have paraphrased. a great deal.
4

However, my partner encl.! after hearing about.biomass

in anEnerity Workshop TSU,,thought it waste fascinating

1 subject--4t did something to our imagination! it was easy

II . `and pleasant. to imagine how the future might be with less

alr, water, and land pollution-by burning less fossil fuels.

And to add to.that, the hauling of trash and garbage to ai
.+-

M .
.thermo-chemical plant instead oft a landfill, to produce energy.

A. It all sounds like.an answerjg\alklot of ou"r environmental

114 :
._problems. So we felt obligated to pursue further in hopes that

biomass, an alternate source of energy, will become an

important 011,9114, of studies about energy resource.

4,
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* Biomass

BIOMASS: AN ALTER-WIVE SOURCE, OF ENERGY

.f

In-the year two thousand and fifty, fossil fuels*will b.e

very scarce'.
. Other or alternate energy sources be importa\nt:

Perhaps by then scientists wjll have perfected the use of
. .

-

an alternate source of energ called biomass.
, .

ro

. w
.

Biomass is a form c4\s lar energy:. it is-stored in a
11 f

wide variety of.plant.and a;;;Imal organic matter. The process

IIin the creation of biomass s photosynthesis. Photosynthesis

uses sunlight to conK/Art clrbon dioxide. and water into higher

energy products such as .ca IsohydraeS arid Oxygen. Forest

materials and residues: gr ins, crops, animal manures and

aquatic plants are the mai resources.
-,..

Basically, there are itwolkinds of processes by which
. .

.1 .

biomar an be converted to energy: thermo-chemical conversion

and biologicalrconversiont The first uses heat to Produce I

.

. .

a chemical reaction, tikeithe burning of woody Other thermo-
.

-chemical techniques inclu

ti

erg asificationv which releases b4o7

energy ,by heating waste lea limited amount of oxygen, and

pyrolysis, which breaks down biomass with heat, but without
I

oxygen and at a lower temperature than is required for gasification;

Biological, conversion is a chemical reaction caused by

treating biomass with enzymes,.fungi or microorganisms. Two

processes whiCh produce either liquid or solid fuels include

anaerobic% digestion the controlled decay of.organic material

in the absence of, oxygen, and-fermentation. by which carbo---
I
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hydrates are fermented and distilled to prodUceethyl alcohol

(ethanol). 'Ethanol mixed with gasoline produces gasohol.

Bfomassiis a- great source of energy because in some

form or another, everybody has some The production of .energy

froth biotiass does not pollute- the air, water, or land. The

residue can easily be disposed of as a fertilizer,animal food,

'or "filler" for roa*beds. Or if it has to be carried to a

-landfill,Cit will occupy a very/ -small space and will be sterile

causing no.contaminaton.

So let me tell you how biomass could possibly be used in

the year two thousand and fifty.

In large-cit7es trucks labeled "Biomass" wilflbe. picking

up municipal waste--trash and garbage from.residenCes and

industry, to carry to a thermo-chemical conversion plant.

The.-burning of this trash will produce oil, charcoal, synthetic
4'

gAs and steam. The steam is used to produce electricity or to

heat nearby buildings.

Smaller towns and/or counties where the population is not

so dense, have grouped together to dispose of theirmwaste by'

taking it to a centrally located thermo-Olemical plant.

In some of the more rural areas we may find energy farms.

Farmers growing grains, sugar beets, sugar cane; soybeans'or a

crop of syCamore or eucalyptus trees to be processed to make

ethanol.

Or the farmer may be energy self-sufficient by using

animal manure in a process called anaerobic digestion to produce

methane gas.

BiXmass
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Op the vast stretches of arid- lands in -Ar-izona, New Mexico,

and Nevada, the desert is. blooming with gopher plants (Euphor:bia-

iathyris) The ."federal government is growing one hundred 1
1-k .

mirlion acres of gophe'r plants. The same plant the California

gardener used to .call obnoxious. In,the midd4e of this area

is a refinery producing crude oil,

Around .Walt Disney World, near Orlando, Florida, waters

hyacinths may be groiving in he.sewage reservoir.4 The hyacinths

not only purify the water tut.can be harvested and mixed with

*bacteria to produce methane.

Also on the West -Coast giant kelp .could be _grown in oceanic

farms several miles off shore. After'the kelp is harvested it

Os processed An wuch th,e same way as the water hyacinths.

In Canada there may be'acres.and acres .of salt water tanks

where/microbes 'work in\tandem to make oil ou't of atmospheric

carbon dioxide. One square mile of tanks full of salt wafer.and

bacteria could produce twelve million barrels of oil a. year.

By far the most ambitious biomass programs were planned by

Brazil, Red China, and Sweden.
(

,Brazil may have several large distilleriesto produce

alcohol from cassava, wood, and sugar cane grain on energy

farms or plantations.

Red China has a program of providing small scale units,on

'individual farms for.producing methane. The methane produced

15 used at the farmstead.
,1

.
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a cation of technologies. The large resource potential of..

..-

11
agricultural and forest residues and other organic waste should

,
l r

erlcourage the commercialization off biomass technologies to

II
, 11ontinue.

.

.

Biomass is readity.available 1p many waste materials and

II
.

. . f'

the" supply couloltbe greatly increased by proper management and

the use of such techniques as epergq farms.
i .

However* there is an argument against "plant for energy",

Il .

farming in that the land migfit be needed f,-,--
.-,

,of- fho 11D7,- .-

I *

.
.

*

..

,

'Sweden may be producing more than srxty.percent of its

energy fecm tpiomass. Forty-five perCent of this. is from energy

farms of willow trees. Only six to seven percent of the total

land of Sweden is devoted to the willow plantations.

'Back.home in the United States. the most important biomass

fuel is alcohol.--ethanol and methanol. The use of alcohol ,as

a motor fuel dates back to the '1880's when some of the first

cars ran entirely on alcohol.

And that Is what they use in the cars at Indianapolis 500!

The primary goal of the Department of Energy (D.O.E.) and

Biomass Energy Systems (B.E.S.) has been to supplement fossil

fuel resources through the growth, harvest, and use of plan;

and animal residues. .,The nabional program for: biomass -researcli

a.nd development, directed by BES has further advanced the appl i-

0-1
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. it does. pot seem necessary fbe:energy , -arms to be located
.

. .. ,

in the middle of Atherica' reabasket. There are apid and/or
, ..

uniroductivp lands. that. planted -,for bibmass, and not
.

.....-
.

.

,

. -competb with rood farmin
4 .

...

.
.

r .
.

.

-Little is known abtitt.t the longyterm effects of large scale43

1.

f

single crop larmiAg' Is it .m401.tlbd done in energy. farming.
.

One-crop farming-mIght enebraTe epi.klemics of di.sease or insects.

For the present, bioconversion of agricultural crops r7main

an interesting and exciting' alternate for fpssil fuels. Biomass.

6

Biomass ,

I
not only a Clean id safe fuel source, bat also a renewable

and litecally inexhaustible one.-

As educators we can .help students as future citizens

he aware of the advantages and disadvantages of biomass as a

source of energy. Who knovls--one of them might be the one to

research, 1 egislaAe, farm, or perhaps even use biomass as an

alternate source of energy in the year two thousand and fifty!

J.
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A
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1.

li
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#
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I
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#'The best time to teach this lesson would be in the 'sprl

after you have taught' about seed germination. YOu will be able
.

1

4.

to use available seedl in in experiments on day 5',
.

If you do not an Goa teach. thiS.after A lesson in seed

germination, you will need to plant seeds .3 to 4 weeks bef re

this lesson 'to have available seedlings for .day 5.

1

, 11

ti

)
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S,
....

Day l-- Objectlyes: Students will; (1) realize the need for
. :,-.. alternative energy resources.'

. (2) learn about the.major primary energy
, .sources.

,
.

(3)! become-familiar with the history.of
energy:

..
.

.Materials: , vocabulary word list, world flap with
,

Tennesiee outlined with magic marker,
map pins, five_ lengths of different color
yarns, energytime-1 hie' worksheet,
specify ',5 types,.of energy.

A

Methods: 1. Teacher asks questions to see,lf students
know where our energy sources are
located,.

2. Use world map to show g eographical
location of sources.

3. Place yJrn from primary energy sources
to your home town. Examples: uranium--
'Australia, natural gas--Texas
Saudi Arabia, coalKentucky.

-Activity:

4. Discuss energy timeline, worRsh*et.
5. Establish the need for conserving and

finding new sources of energy.
6. Suggest biomass as an alternative to

our energy supply.
-

After teacher's discussion. (:.energy time-
,

line, have students comiilet s-`the worksheets.

12
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Finis'h the Energy Ti aline

(
'61 ow "im""

.. ,N
. .1

In:

V.4..r1iil to
, 1 1 ri6 . r;i .bb 4

In England James Watt puts
two engines to work in fac-
tories & starts .n energy -revo-
lution. The energy is 43.4a"n4).

,

a

1783

Two m)rifl
balloon at 4 MI I 7":1 4 4 C

The,trijy used is

/

1804

Alaittist

engine on
the father

man Richard
puts James .Watt's

wheels and rails. He is
of the railroad locomotive.

mar an am Ins um to IBM IWO 11111, -ea au as off. al or ail

Most peopip burn 'wood for
heating and. cooking and
travel by horse -or on foot.

cut .1.4, .4.

Activity Master 1

1800

In Italy, ilott.tv in-
vents the battery and gives
his name to the volt. Tjte,. .

energy produced is-2.4-........Srateasic

cut

1807
Robert Fulton
fikoesn't
very

bu="atcrett
ve first
but he makes.thq
one people first pay
to ride on. ,

1829 An A_ men amamed
.40inthy-

and an gn?ligrain
named 7/,
each invents a on
Who is first?
The energy Eroduced4

11:KI

1837 Americans put new inventions to
work. First comes McCormick's

then the steam
shovel by , and
the telegraph by 7/7144-

Wood ccintinues to supply most
household energy needs. Suitorsl be-
gins to-do more In factories and rail-
road engines.

cut

1821

,First attempt to
develop and mar-
ket natural gas
near Fredonia,
MY.

1859
Edwin Drake strikes
oil, in Pennsylgania
beginnirg the

industry.

F ;7;71

1860
Lenoir of
the
combustion engine. .

ranee invents

13

ti

cut

,cut

hIlroads's nd rap' ly, hauling .r)r
freight and p ssengiors eve -4-
enough lo eta d the io and to risk
hot cinders th t often f from the
engine Into theft cars. England is
.first and America second In rall-
mad locomotiv? production.

An explosion Inside cylinder paves
the way for the later Invention of the
automobile. An op strike hastens.the
discovery of the fuel that will run It.

4/

14
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Coal and wood still furnish
most of the emirgy In homes.
Coal-fired "iron horses" (rail,
roads) an real horses
continue to take -most people

. places. Although theftlectric
bulb has been invented most
people still use ,kerosene or
gaslights to-read by.,

1903

The engine inthe
VVriglit brothers' plane
is powered by

cut

1884
In England, Charles
Parsons pe ec gi the
steam
and advances the de-
velopment of electrical
energy.

Activity Master 2

cut

1905 Albert Einstein
develops a theory
for measuring
energy and pre-
pares the way for
the

age.

1926
Robert
Goddard testsmac >r-ockt.

11111

cut

1886

Karl 15-143.2(
builds the 1st success-
ful automobile.

1(192

Tie oil-burning
engi vented
by ivicett.Z

- Eventually, tlas
engine will r lace
steampowered ones. /

1895
The power of
Niagara Fall is
harnessed o

- make

1910
Ford makeirthe firid
Model
Car.

By thik end of this peiIod, many
..now.imMes have coal furnaces
In the basement. And more and
more cars appear In garages.

19401936

7114"1/Hoover Dam on the . a
Colorado River is fiber made from oil,
tt, It to generate coal, and water

makes its first public
appearance.power.

Cut

1942

In Chicago,
Enrico Fermi
sets =first
chain reaction.

4

4

Many homes convert from
coal to natural gas for
heating. Most families
own at least one car'and
some have two.

1952

Bell scientists
raise hope for
our energy fu-
ture with the

Tottery.

1957
The U.S. gets
its first Dig

:5

electric power
plant at Ship-
pingport, Pa.

cut

Demands for energy grow.
America gets more people,
more homes, more factories
and businesses, morelbars,
more trucks, more buses,
more planes. Demand grows
faster thiisupply.

1970

Congs
passareLs

Air Act.

;973
OPEC
nation

1980 Americans
continue to
look forways to

the.energy vv a
have and find .new,
sources:

oil and pro-
duce an energy
crisis.

16
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I. Get a large map of the world.
2. Locate your town with a map pin Or flag.
3. Outline Tennessee with a magic marker.
4. Learn the sources of various fuels such as crude oil from Saudi

Arabia, coal from Pennsylvania, natural gas from Texas, uranium
from Australia, etc. Make a color code such as black for coal,
red for oil, blue for natural gas, green for woodTife.)606qAfft
Connect the source of the fuel to yqur town with a length of
colored yarn to the distance the source must travel
for your use.. ,

Are the countries from which we get our fuel supplies our flies?
Are they dependent on us in any way? How much of our fuel suppaies
come from these sources?

See if you can devise methods to release the energy. Which gives
the most heat? Guess which is most efficient.

,

UNDERLINED WORDS are, in your glossary.

11

For other activities in chemical energy, use Coupon 18.

Pencils, slips of paper, sack or small box.

1. Let each student pick an energy subject, such as conservation,
solar power, wind, etc., and write it on a slip of paper.

2. Put all papers into the sack or box, and shake.
3. Call on students to take a slip from the "grab bag" and talk

for one minute on the subject.

Be sure to have a timekeeper.

At the end, judge the best speaker from among those who talked
the full minute.

An award might be in order.

410

'4- .111,11f1;1111 'For other energy awareness games and simulations, use Cvopon,c

1 '7



Biomass' Vocabulary Wordlist

f
..-

Nkl.
K

1. Alcohol--a colorless, volatile, flammable liquid',
formula C2 H

5 OH '

.

.

,..

. 2. Biological conversion - -a chemical react-ion caused by treating
biomass with enzymes, fungi, or microorganisms. -

Al
Biomass

- 3. Biomass--any material derived, rom living organisms,
including everything from ma ure to trees to algae.

4. .Deforestationto cigar a forest of trees.

5. Ecosystem - -a system formed by the interaction of-a community
of organisms with their environment. ,

6. Energy - -the capacity to do work; available power.

7. Erosionthe process in which the surface of th.e earth Is
worn away by the action of water, glaciers, wind,- waves, etc.,

Ethane-ra colorless, ordorless, flammable gas:

.9 Feed stock--raw material supplied to a machine or prpcessing
plant (as.pulpwciod to paper mill).

10. Gasohol -- liquid fuel made up of 90% gasoline and 10% alcohol.

Manure--animal waste. that can be used as a fertilizer for soil.

. 12. Methane -a light hydrocarbon; an inflammable natural gas;
forms explgsive mixtures with air.

1.3. Microbesorganisms that cannot be seen without the use of
magnifying lenses.-

14. 0:rganiic--materials obtained from 14Ving things.

1'5. Orgarqsm*--any living. thing.

16. PhotoSynthesisthe process 14 whi.ch green plants convert
radiant energy (sunlight) into chemical energy.

17. Renewable--capable of making` again; restore state of being.
Replenished.

18. Solar energy--source of energy from the sun.
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Day 2-- Objective: Students will learn what biomass is. Theywill be able to see and touch samples ofbiomass.

Materials: Samples of biomasswood chips, sugar cane:soyb'eAn-seeds, grass; sunflower seeds, etc:

Mt4hods:,

r

Activkty:
I

rA
1. Give students. 10 minutes to extend the.,energy time line to the'year 2025(encourage creativity).2. Ask questions about biomass.(a) Have you-ever usedblima.ss? 4(b) What is biomass?

Is blotliass a renewable resource?(d) What are some examples
oT.biomass?3.. Show film, "Solar Energy: 'The GreatAdventure".

4. Discuss film..,
5. Present samples of.biomass.

Have students identify the samples of biomassaTid_tellbow they.may be used to produceenergy.
-T

19
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Day 3--qbjective:. Students mill obtain detailed inforliation on
the history of biomass. They willP,see how
biomass is produced, used, 'arid can be used
in the future.

Mate lals: Worksheet on biomass- Biomass Energy.

Methods:

I

I. Review vocabulary words.,used in previous
lessons.

2. Have students name biomass resources.
3. Distribute article and worksheet on

biomass energy.
4. Give students time to read silently and,

answer on-worksheet 'the first ten questions.
5. Discuss the first ten questions on work-

sheet.
6. Assign the last ten questions for homework.

Havefstudents,put article and worksheets
away.

7. Prepare class for outdoor activity.
(a) Identify area where you and your

students can collect local weeds.
(Clear with prinCipal first.)

(b) Discuss the need for safety with4tools.
(c) Divide class into groups.
(d) Discuss procedure for collecting

specimen.
(e) Discuss measuOtng techniques.

;'4

I5 '

Bionlask,

Note: Ask agriculture teacher to provide
class tOols.

4

t

p
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1
13i0MASS ENERGY

I ,

..,
_....

f
. Biomass is a form of solar energy

8)ored in a wide variety of plant and
animal organic matter. The key
process in the creation of biomass,
photosynthesis, uses sunlight to

I convert carbon dioxide and water
into higher energy products such
as carbohydrates and oxygen.
Forest mat 4 rials and residues,
grains, cro . animal manures, and

, aquatic plants are the principal
resources 9f biomass. The raw
materials can be transformed into

-. , liquid or gaseous fuels and petro-
chemical substitutes, as well as

k

Conservation and Solar
Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 205116

heat, electricity, and steam. Bio-
mass products have numerous in-'

:itlu4krial applications and residential
uses. The primer* objective of the
Department of Energy (DOE) Bio-
mass Energy Systems (BES) Divi-
sion is to supplement fossil fuel re--

'sources through the browth,
harvest, and use of plant and animal
residues.

Blom 4s hasimporfaWenergy
supplteritial because of its
extensivii and,Avell-located re-
sources in thel)nited States, the
potential of conversion tec olo-

ies, and the availability a strong
I/

4..

commercial market. Biomags is
already_ixoviding approximately
two percent of our energy need*.
primarily by the directicombustion
of wood. The forest products, and
pulp and paper industries are major
biomass consumers. They are
working toward 100 percent ener-
gy selfsufficiency in the near future
by using manufacturing and forest
residues4for production processes.

Annual biomass production goals
for the year 2000 are about 7 7

quads of energy. One quad, or
quadrillion Btu's. is e=arreldlent to
approximatIly 494,0
oil per darter one year, or enou h
energy to heat 500,000 homes for
20 years. ,

.

History k

Biomass is the oldest 6ource of
energy known. For thousands of
years,l)eople have burned wood
for both heat and protection. Until
the mid 19th century, wood_ac._
counted for about 90 percent of
the energy supply in the United
States. In 1940, 20 percent of
U.S. homes still used wood for

1 space heating.

Aithou9 fossil fuels replaced
wood as the prime energy source
in the 20th century, interest in
biomass never completely faded,
During the 1930s11, several
Am an studies in4estigated the

.1111,

CopLye of dam materiel can be obtained from"

U.S. Departtnini re Energy
Technteal Information Center
box 62
OK Ridge, TM 37130
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feasibility of converting grain tp
ethyl - alcohol as a. gasoline

substitute. [faring World War II,
many nations worked to develop
the fuel potential of trees; Sweden,
for example, cultiyated large forest
areas specifically for energy con-
sumption NV research. Today,
private industry and government In
the United States have renewed
interest in biomass by researching
conversion methods and encourag-
ing the application of available
technologies. )

Resources
Because b

. percent wate
Affective way

5

mass is SO to 90
the most cost-

o utilize the organic
matteris at or near its source. If
converted irifto liquidair gases,
however, it oikn be transported '
easily and ecohomically. Because
biomass is available in wooded
areas, on farts laird, and in water,

onversion sites are locak$1
throughout the country.

Wood, df course, is a major
biomas4resource. It serves as a
fuel in the form of logs or residues.
Residues consist of excess forest
growth, insect-infested and dle-
eased trees, and mill remains. To
improve wood fuel production,
researchers are developing new,
tree varieties such as hybrid la
poplarg which grow rapidly and aAr-
totally consurnEible. Silvichemicals
such as turpentine and resin, and
carbon-eased compounds made
from lignin and cellulose are other
energy-related woad derivatives.
These materials serve as-feed.
stocks for the production of a
variety of chemicals such as alco-
hol, aldehydes, ketones, ethylene;
acids, and ammonia which can be
used as petrochemical substitutes.

I
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Photosynthosis research with hybrid poplars In Rhinelander. Wl

.

Non -woody plants such as herbs
and grasses have a potential as
cost-effective energy feedstocks.
These glantsirve a high yield
capacity and cart grow in arid or
marginal land with minimal manage-
ment.

Crops are another pbpular Wolf
mass resource. Sugar beets, stigar
cane, sweet sorghum, and grains
such as corn and wheat are
processed for their carbohydrate
content to make ethanol (ethyl
alcohol). Cellulosic materials found
In herbaceous crops such as coin
and rSie are converted by liquefac-
tion to fuel oil. Alcohol development
is receiving special emphasis under
the new DOE Office of Alcohol
Fuels.

22
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Animal manure is an excellent

source of methane gas which can
be manufactured by a process call-
ed anaerobic digestion. Thigeel
supplies farmers wilitPthe energy
necessary ta)row crops and raise
livestock. It can be viewed as com-
pleting a biomass energy cyqkt
who") goal is energy self-suffi-
ciency on farms.

Kelp and algae are aquatic
sources of biomass. Through a
process called biophotolysis, Nue-
green algae produces hydrogen as
a waste product. Kelp produces
hydrogen gas through photoelec-
trolysis, a photochemical process
which uses a catalyst ate
hydrogibn and oxyg

4,

I
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Conversion
Techniques
Thermochemical

**,. The direct combustion of wood
is the most common biomass con-
version method. The number of
wood-burning stoves in homes has
increased dramatically in the past
few years, indicating a resurgence
in the popularity of wood ass
residentialtheating fuel. It is esti-
mated. for example, that 40 per-
cent of the homes in Maine use
wood stoves. Wood can also sup-
plement oil, natural gas, or solar -

energy heating systems. Nation-
wide4pproximately five million
American homes already have a
working wood stove, and the prac-
tical potential exists for another 13
(018 million homes.

Direct combustion of biomass
residues has industrial applications
for the production of process heat
or electricity. Currently, .direct bum;
ing is economically competitive
with fossil fuels for some indus-
tries, especially those,havim easy
access to biomass resourceCA
sugar company in Hawaii meets 75
percent of its mill and irrigatioA
pump electricity needs from the )

burning of bagasse, sugar cane
residue.

Utility plants in Vermont and
Oregon also produce electricity
froryirect combustion. Two 10
MW units in Burlington, Vermont
are 100 percent wood burning.
They serve 40,000 people and
sell an additional 15 percept of
their output to surrounding utili-
ties. in Eugene, Oregon,. a 33.8
MW utility plant has been produc-
ing steam and electric power since
the 1930s by burning mill wastes

(-supplied by local sawmills. In addl-
' tion-to prbving very economical,

this plant reduces air pollution and
helps solve wood residue waste
disposal problems.

K

Other direct combustion efforts
include brick and textile industries
in the South which burn sawdust'
and wood, respectively, to provide
process heat. DOE is working with
industry to evaluate wood con-
version processes and to retrofit
large conventionally-fueled
process heat boilers for direct fir-
ing of green wood.

Gasification and liquefaction are
two technologies which conve
biomass into gas or liquid fuels.
Gasification is the reaction of bi
mass with steam and oxygen at

k..

high temperature and pressure.
The products include synthetic
natural gas (methdie), low and
medium Btu gas, and hydrogen.
DOE sponsors five process devel-
opment units whiCh perforrri
catalytic and non-catalytic gasifi-
cation processes. The units are tt

located in Texas, Ohio, New York,
Washington, and Missouri.

A large scale; experimental lique-
faction facility in Albany, Oregon,
uses wood chips to produce oil.
Biomass reacts with calon
monoxide in the presence of an
alkaline catalyst under moderate
temperature and high pressure.
The resulting oil product has a
consistency similar to heavy
heating dil and a heating value
(15,000 Btu/lb.) similar to bunker

tt'
- 1.'4;4

-re

.77r.-amming
1

1:440;ii.,

I ad! 6714 441r"" -

rho intporimontia biomass liquefaction facility in Albany, OR
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fuel oil. The Albany facility has
proven that liquefaction is an
energy effigditit process which
produces non-polluting water, .

flue gases, and ash.

Pyrolysis is a thermocheMical .

conversion process which func-
tions without oxygen and ata
lower temperature than gasifica-
tion. Residue materials are gasi-
fied. ignited, and completely burn-
ed in a thermal reactor to produce
gases. 1he biomass resources
used in pyrolysis include manure,
agriculturaland wood wastes, and
municipal solid wastes. Oil, char-
coal, and synthetic gaS as well as
steam are the products.

Biochemical

Anaerobic digestion is the con-
trolled decomposition of organic
matter. In the absence of oxygen,
bacteria decays the material, pro-
ducing methane. The feasibility of
using animal manure in thiS
process is being tested at a full-
scale facility in Bartow, Florida.
Located in the state's largest
slaughtering and packing plant, this,
facility can handle 25 tons of
manure daily. By processing the
wastes from 10.000 atilt:), the
operation can produce enough
methane to meet nearly all of the
packing plant's energy needs, the
equivalent of 35 barrels of oil per.
day. A by-product of this process, .

protein-rich digester solids, will be
concentrated to serve as a dietary
supplement for 6,000 cattle.
Anaerobic digestion also plays a
large role in the production of
energy from aquatic plants.

In addition to liquid and gaseous
fuels, biochemical and thermo-
chemical conversion systems pro-.

4.17e-6

The anaerobic digestion lacNty in Bartow, FL

duce petrochemical substitutes
such as aldehydes, ketones,
ethylene, acids, and ammonia.
These chemical compounds are
used in a wide variety of manu-
facturing processes.

p
Markets

Certain biomass conversion
technologies, most notably direct
combustion, anaerobic digestion,
andgasification, are sufficiently
advanced for near-term energy
development. Direct combustion of
wood is providing energy to the
residential, industrial, and utility
sectors. Anaerobic digestion of
manure and agricultural wastes on
farms is the first step in the at-
tempt to make farmers energy self-
sufficient. Low BTU gasifiers using
wood as a feedstock are already in
use by industry.

The national program for biomass
research and development, direct-
ed by BES, will further advance
the applications of these tesh-
nologies. The large resource po-
tential of agricultural and forest

24
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residues and other organic wastes
should encourage the commercial-
ization of biomass technologies.

Future Outlook
The BES Program is rapidly

reaching its goal of providing a -

reliable alternative energy source.
Although most near-term accom-
plishments haveccoTe in the areas
of liquefaction, dadification and
direct combustion, early advances
are expected in anaerobic diges-
tion, biophotolysis, and photoelec-
trolysis.

Energy farms are being used in
herbaceous and silviculture
research to grow terrestrial and
aquatic plants throughout the
country. Rqsearch management is
performed at the 1000 acre silvi-
culture test plantation established
in Aiken, South Carolina, to investi-
gate the forestry concept of short
rotation. Consistent accomplish-
ments in the development of all -

biomass technologies are expect-
ed to meet biomass goals for the
year 2000.

September 1980
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Read thfr article Bloflas Energy and answer the following
cquestions crectly.

1. Define Biomass and Photosynthesis.

JH

2. For thousands of years wood was the main-source of energy.
Name the energy source that replaced wood in the-20th j
century.

Ii

0

3. Which country' cultivated large forest areas speciiically
foreenergy consumption and research?

4. Why is it moslt effective to use biomass near its sourc97

What is being done to improve wood fuel production?

6. Make a list of crops that can be used Co make ethanol?

7. Can-animal manure be used to produce energy? Explain.

8. Name two aquatic sources of biomass.

9. Name some chemicals produced from feedstock?

10. What is the objective of the research in biomass done by
the Department of Energy?

11. What is the most common omass method?*

12. Give an example of direct combustion used in industry.
2

13. Approximately how many homes in America use wood stoves?.

14. Name two states that produce electricity from direct
qcombustion. and

25
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Write the definition fort gasification.

16. Write the definition liquefiattion.

Write the definition .for .pryol ys s.
`4A

18. Write the definition for anaerobic digestion.

V

I

41P
19.E Now does the slaughtering and packing plant in Bartow, Florida,use cattle manure in anaerobic digestion?

15
Biomass

20 Name three biomass conversion technologies that-are-wearterm energy deveolopment?
z.

"21. Name the department of government represented by thelettirs DOE.

Ir

I
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,Day 4-,-Objective: Students w11,4 draw a conclusion about biomass
source of energy progruced from weed.

Materials: meter sticks (one for each group),, area of
weed, hoes., shovel's, bags, balance scale,
activity sheet (bibliography 8), 5 lb. (metal)
coffee can, thermometer,,W Ml. beaker,

,.asbestos wire. . ,

i

Metbods:

Activity:

16 _

Biomass

le Review preparations for outdoor activity
discussed in previous"leSson.

2. Measu're one square meter.
3. Collect weeds from one square meter of

lush growth of local weed.
4; Wash off the soil, dry with paper towel,

and weigh.
5. Dry the plants until they are crisp.

A (about one week), -then weigh
6. Burn dried biomass in can. Show the

increase of temperature in 'water at
least 50 C.

*Note - -If sunlight is not available, dry the
plants by placing them in a warm oven or .

under a lamp.

Calculate the weight change from the green
to dried plan.ts. Calculate the weight of
one acre of weed. Discuss rem&iningquestions
on "Biomass Energy" activity sheet.

.e"

to
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HOW MUCH BIOMASS IS PRODUCED
BY 1 SQUARE METER OF
A.LOCAL WEED?

I6-A
Biomass

MATERIALS:
An area with a lush growth of a local weed

(kudzu, Johnson grass, honeysuckle,
thistle, hyacinth, etc.)

Hoes; shovels; bags; balance scale; meter stick (

Collect weeds (tops and roots)
from one squ-are meter of
lush growth of a local
weed.

Wash off the soil, dry them
with a paper towel, and weigh.

plant used

biomass of
wild,plant crop

fresh
weight

dry
weight

Dry the plants until _they are crisp, then weigh again.

1

Summary questions:

Would the amount of
weeds in your area
be useful in solving
the energy crisis?

What normally-is done
with the weeds in your
area? What are new
use of weeds grown t

in r area?'

, . .

i,



OTHER IDEAS TO EXPLORE:
Try this experiment using one square meter of
cultivated growth like clover,
barleyl`or grass.

How do the weed
and cultivated
growth comiPare?

How much biomass could
be produced in an acre
of weeds? In an acre of
cultivated crops?

What is the
and a cultivat

111111m.

Try cultivating the weed.
,Does it grow
better with additional
fertilizer and water?

Try growing the weed
with a .hydroponic
solution. (See Activity 4.)4

ifference between a weed
d crop?

iid or cultivated, do you think
st under unfavorable conditions
poor soil, or disease?

Which plants,
might survive ,b
like lack.of rain

Science Activities In Energy

.29
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Biomass 1

[ItQuestion Clow much biomass is
produced by 1 square meter of a weed?,

Time About one hour, depending on
distance to weed patch. Twenty minutes for final

' discussion. Pive.day activity.,

11/4..^..=1.
sr

=Objective Students will draw
conclusions about biomass as a source of
en)3rgy produced from weeds.

oncept

7>t,

.% Process. Skills
Measuring and making inferences.

Materials & Procedure Clues
identify an area where you and your students
can gather a local weed.
You may wish to send a small group of
studehtslo gather weeds for the entire class.
An acre contains 4085 square meters.

16-C
Biomass

.1

Weeds produce biomass and are a source of energy.

Background
There is ongoing experimentation with using weeds as a source of fuel. Methane gas is produced

when anaerobic bacteria digest biomass material. It is estimated that one acre of kudzu, when
converted to methane gas, would heat and 0 ool a four-person home for one year.

Cutting and collecting the weeds makes the biomass-derived methane gas very expensive
compared to natural gas. Using weeds which need to be cleared, such as waterweeds which clog
waterways, might be more economical for methane production, especially as trie cost of natural,bas
continues to rise.

Note: If sunlight is not available , dry the plants by placing them in a warm oven or under a lamp.

1
t

Tit

Precautions
Watch out for poison Ivy!

1

oio
tic Results .

Generally, the weight loss ranges from 40 to 60
percent lef..s.thaa.the o'riginal weight.

Strategies
Before: DISCUSS measuring techniques.

After: Discuss summary question.
Calculate the weight of one acre of the
'weed.

I
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Day 5--Objectives:

Materials:

Method: Refer to strategies in Biomass 1,0.

(1)

(2)

Dis6uss the effects of light in
producing biomass.
Discuss the effect 'of plant
nutrients in producing biomass.

Seedlings (radish and beans), metric
ruler, balance scale, paper towels,
tongue depressors.

fr

. 17
Biomass

Have students discuss and compare the methods
and nutrients"`used in. the growth of their *

radishes.

Homework assignment--have students write
a paper on "How Biomass Will Be ..Used in
the Year..200.0 to Supplement Our Energy
Needs".

*Note: Dry the_ bean seedlings in sun until
crisp over weekend. Weigh again on
Monday. ,Discuss summary questions.

*i%

Ir
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Day 6--Objective: Biomass is an indirect source oftsolar

energy.

Material:

Method

18

Biomass

Dried seedlings, balance scale.

Weigh dried seedlings.
'2. Discuss which plants produced most biomass-
3. Award students with the largest radishes .

blue ribbons.
4. Teacher discusses the pros and cons of

biomass as an alternative energy.
5. Teacher collects and reads aloud some

students' homework assignment, "How Biomass
Will Be Used in the Year 2000 to Sflpple-
ment Our Energy Needs"'.

6. Teacher discuss the progress that his
been made in biomass research.

7. Summarize the future of biomass energy.

3 2,
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